Document Delivery with RightFind®
A world of content at your fingertips

Our award-winning, cloud-based RightFind® content workflow solution is used by over 1,500 organizations in 113 countries. The powerful document delivery capability offered by RightFind makes content available anywhere, anytime, on any browser-enabled device.

Features and Benefits

SPEED
RightFind delivers the documents you need quickly, cost-effectively and copyright-cleared, processing more than 1.5 million orders annually. Our direct relationships with thousands of publishers enable fast turnaround time, with immediate access to most items. We deliver over 95 percent of all orders within 24 hours.

DOCUMENT DELIVERY WITH RIGHTFIND PROVIDES YOU WITH:

→ Speed – Get articles quickly
→ Access – Search over 100 million citations
→ Copyright Compliance – Rights you need
→ Personal Libraries – Easily access your content
→ Payment – Multiple options
ACCESS
RightFind's proprietary searchable database of more than 100 million citations comprises the world's largest collection of scientific, technical and medical (STM) content. The content is aggregated from our partnerships with publishers and libraries around the globe, with access to popular databases such as Medline.

If the content you need is not included within our extensive holdings, CCC’s team of experienced Advanced Referencing Services professionals will personally research, find, clear copyright and deliver your document.

COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE
RightFind makes copyright compliance simple. All document orders are cleared through our relationships with rightsholders and RightFind displays rights at a glance to help you determine how you can reuse a document under your CCC’s Annual Copyright License.

PERSONAL LIBRARIES
RightFind users have access to their own personal library, centralizing research in one place and saving time when accessing content. Content tagging allows users to organize documents by assigning keywords, so they can be found quickly.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
You can count on our Customer Service staff to help you get the most from RightFind 24/5 by email, chat, phone and online help resources. We're here when you need us at customerservice@copyright.com or (800) 422-4633.

PAYMENT OPTIONS
CCC offers flexible payment options, including: credit cards and monthly invoices.

COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER (CCC) builds unique solutions that connect content and rights in contextually relevant ways through software and professional services. CCC helps people navigate vast amounts of data to discover actionable insights, enabling them to innovate and make informed decisions. CCC, with its subsidiaries RightsDirect and Ixxus, collaborates with customers to advance how data and information is integrated, accessed, and shared while setting the standard for effective copyright solutions that accelerate knowledge and power innovation. CCC is headquartered in Danvers, Mass. and has offices across North America, Europe and Asia.

To learn more about CCC, visit www.copyright.com.

RIGHTS DIRECT PROVIDES CONTENT WORKFLOW, DOCUMENT DELIVERY AND RIGHTS LICENSING SOLUTIONS THAT ALLOW COMPANIES AROUND THE WORLD TO USE, SHARE AND STORE CONTENT WHILE SIMPLIFYING COPYRIGHT COMPLIANCE. WORKING WITH PARTNERS AROUND THE WORLD, RIGHTS DIRECT OFFERS SOPHISTICATED SOLUTIONS TAILORED TO THE NEEDS OF NATIONAL AND GLOBAL ORGANIZATIONS.

RIGHTS DIRECT IS A WHOLLY-OWNED SUBSIDIARY OF COPYRIGHT CLEARANCE CENTER (CCC) BASED IN AMSTERDAM WITH A PRESENCE IN TOKYO AND MUNICH.

LEARN MORE
Learn more about RightFind.

For U.S. inquiries:

info@copyright.com
+1.978.750.8400 (option 3)

For inquiries outside the U.S.:

info@rightsdirect.com
+31.20.312.0437